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Contact Information: 
Erin Bibeau 
Senior Associate, Logan Simpson 
213 Linden Street, Suite 300 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80524 
ebibeau@logansimpson.com  
P (970) 219-8703 

Biography:   
Erin brings unique perspectives not fully represented on COSSA’s board 

that are crucial to the industry’s next two years: evolving local 

government regulations to be more solar and storage friendly and improving developers’ land use 

applications to meet local expectations. She was a primary author for COSSA’s new publication, Becoming 

Utility-Scale Solar Ready: Principles and Best Practices For Colorado’s Local Governments and is a frequent 

speaker on environmental permitting; renewable energy strategy; NEPA compliance; and land conservation. 

At Logan Simpson, Erin helps clients obtain regulatory approvals for medium and large-scale solar projects. 

Throughout her 18 year career in consulting, she has managed planning, compliance, and permitting 

projects for the renewable energy, transportation, water resources, recreation, waste management, oil and 

gas, and mining sectors. Erin works closely with federal and state agencies, cities, and municipalities to 

achieve success in regulatory and environmental permitting and compliance. She manages permitting 

efforts, prepares critical issues analyses, technical studies and permit applications for large-scale projects, 

and serves as liaison between industry and regulatory agencies. 

Solar or Storage Experience:   

Erin has strong experience in siting, routing, and land use permitting for transmission lines, solar fields, and 

substations. She understands what it takes to develop defensible environmental compliance documents and 

permits under tight schedules. She and her team have a proven record with a variety of projects and have 

demonstrated this success to energy clients by obtaining approvals from local governments. Erin supports 

clients in identifying project specific objectives for community participation and then tailoring public 

involvement plans around them. This helps achieve substantial community and local government support for 

solar projects. Some examples of the projects Erin has managed and supported over the past 5 years are: 

 



 
 

 
 

 250MW Black Hollow Solar Siting and Permitting, 174 Power Global (174PG) 

 200MW Turkey Creek Solar Siting and Permitting, 174PG 

 30MW Rawhide Energy Station Solar Facility 1041 Permits, Platte River Power Authority 

(PRPA) and juwi solar inc. 

 20MW Solar and Energy Storage 1041 Permit Application, DEPCOM and GCL Energy 

 20MW Victory Solar Special Use Permit, juwi solar inc. 

My Priorities:   

1. Help accelerate best practices for solar and battery storage across the industry and local 

governments. 

2. Serve as liaison between developers, utilities, and local government. 

3. Inform the uninformed about the benefits of solar and storage. 

4. Improve the readiness and permitting pathways of local governments. 

My Strengths:   

1. A career focused on successfully permitting high profile projects from initial concept through 

permitting, construction, and operation.  

2. Public speaking and writing on best practices for solar, most recently in close work with COSSA.   

3. Crafting and implementing successful permitting strategies that draw on Logan Simpson’s 

community planning and policy background. 

4. Supported Weld County in implementing a new land use structure that now enables solar 

development.  

5. Led the most successful 1041 “poster child” solar application in Pueblo County in the midst of their 

contentious 1041 regulatory reform. 


